Strong anomalies of the thermal expansion coefficients at the magnetic and ferroelectric transitions have been detected in multiferroic RMn 2 O 5 . Their correlation with anomalies of the specific heat and the dielectric constant is discussed. The results provide evidence for the magnetic origin of the ferroelectricity mediated by strong spin-lattice coupling in the compounds. Neutron scattering data for HoMn 2 O 5 indicate a spin reorientation at the two low-temperature phase transitions. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.100406 PACS number͑s͒: 75.25.ϩz, 75.80.ϩq, 77.80.Ϫe, 65.40.De Frustrated magnetic systems have recently attracted the attention of solid state physicists with regard to the observed magnetoelectric couplings and the induced ferroelectricity in some orthorhombic rare earth manganites 1-5 and other frustrated compounds. 6 These materials are of fundamental interest since it has been demonstrated that an external magnetic field can rotate the ferroelectric ͑FE͒ polarization. 3, 6, 7 Despite intense experimental investigations, the physical origin of the large magnetoelectric coupling and the ferroelectricity arising at the magnetic lock-in transitions is not yet understood. The giant magneto-dielectric effects and the ferroelectricity in these compounds require the existence of sizable atomic displacements and structural distortions, the magnetic origin of which is believed to lie in extraordinarily strong spin-lattice interactions. The experimental verification of these structural anomalies is essential to prove the suggested intimate correlation between the magnetic and FE orders.
Frustrated magnetic systems have recently attracted the attention of solid state physicists with regard to the observed magnetoelectric couplings and the induced ferroelectricity in some orthorhombic rare earth manganites [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and other frustrated compounds. 6 These materials are of fundamental interest since it has been demonstrated that an external magnetic field can rotate the ferroelectric ͑FE͒ polarization. 3, 6, 7 Despite intense experimental investigations, the physical origin of the large magnetoelectric coupling and the ferroelectricity arising at the magnetic lock-in transitions is not yet understood. The giant magneto-dielectric effects and the ferroelectricity in these compounds require the existence of sizable atomic displacements and structural distortions, the magnetic origin of which is believed to lie in extraordinarily strong spin-lattice interactions. The experimental verification of these structural anomalies is essential to prove the suggested intimate correlation between the magnetic and FE orders.
The search for structural distortions by neutron scattering experiments have indicated some anomalies in the temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of TbMn 2 O 5 ͑Ref. 8͒ and DyMn 2 O 5 , 9 however, due to the limited resolution of such scattering experiments a unique assignment to the various phase transitions in these compounds appears extremely difficult. Other investigations of HoMn 2 O 5 ͑Ref. 9͒ and YMn 2 O 5 ͑Refs. 4 and 10͒ have failed completely to resolve structural anomalies. It is, therefore, one of the key issues to detect and to characterize the structural distortions in RMn 2 O 5 manganites giving rise to ferroelectricity and to investigate the coupling between magnetic, dielectric, and lattice degrees of freedom.
In this Rapid Communication we present our results of high-resolution thermal expansion measurements along the three crystallographic orientations in RMn 2 O 5 ͑R =Ho,Dy,Tb͒. Sharp structural anomalies are detected at all magnetic and FE phase transitions, the strongest anomalies appearing at the transitions into the FE phases associated with a significant change of the electric polarization. Single crystals of RMn 2 O 5 have been prepared by the hightemperature solution growth method as described elsewhere. 2, 11 Thermal expansion measurements were conducted employing a high-resolution capacitance dilatometer. The experimental techniques have been described earlier. 12 With our current device we achieved a resolution ͑above the noise level͒ of 4 Å. The expansion data were correlated to anomalies of the b-axis dielectric constant and the heat capacity measured for the same crystals.
In orthorhombic RMn 2 O 5 the spins of the Mn 4+ and Mn
3+
ions and the R 3+ moments are coupled via the predominantly antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ superexchange interactions giving rise to a complex magnetic phase diagram. 9 The common features for all RMn 2 O 5 are a transition into a hightemperature Néel phase ͑HTIC͒ with a two-component incommensurate ͑IC͒ magnetic modulation characterized by a wave vector q ជ = ͑q x ,0,q z ͒ at T N1 Ϸ 43 K followed by a lock-in transition into a commensurate ͑CM͒ phase with q ជ = ͑0.5, 0 , 0.25͒ at T C1 only a few degrees lower where the ferroelectricity arises. With further decreasing temperature, at T C2 , the CM phase becomes unstable towards a lowtemperature IC phase ͑LTIC͒ with a magnetic modulation q ជ Ϸ͑0.48,0,0.3͒. 5, [8] [9] [10] 13, 14 The transition at T C2 is accompanied by a significant decrease of the FE polarization and is often referred to as a second FE phase transition. In some rare earth compounds ͑e.g., HoMn 2 O 5 , DyMn 2 O 5 ͒ additional anomalies have been observed indicating an even more complex magnetic structure that has yet to be explored. 11, 15 It is characteristic for all RMn 2 O 5 compounds that the various magnetic phase changes are reflected in sharp and distinct anomalies of the dielectric constant, as shown in Figs. 1͑a͒, 2͑a͒, and 3͑a͒ for R = Ho, Dy, and Tb. This is a clear indication of strong magnetoelectric coupling due to large spin-lattice interactions. The thermodynamic signature of the various transitions is obvious from the peaks of the specific heat C p , Figs. 1͑a͒, 2͑a͒, and 3͑a͒. Several transitions show pronounced hysteresis effects, not shown in the figures ͑for enhanced clarity only warming data are included in Figs. 1-4͒. The thermal expansivities, displayed in Figs. 1͑b͒, 2͑b͒, and 3͑b͒, exhibit distinct anomalies at all magnetic transitions with the strongest peaks observed at the FE transitions. Our data provide striking evidence for the existence of extraordinarily large spin-lattice interactions in RMn 2 O 5 resulting in macroscopic displacements along all three crystallographic axes. They further prove that the magnetic and lattice degrees of freedom are strongly coupled and the simultaneous magnetic and FE transitions at T C1 and T C2 have to be considered as the phase change of one highly correlated system.
The thermal expansion data for the three manganites ͑R =Ho,Dy,Tb͒ exhibit similarities but also distinct differences depending on the rare earth ion. The changes of the lattice parameters have to be discussed with respect to the magnetic orders derived from neutron scattering experiments. 8, 9, [13] [14] [15] The first transition from the paramagnetic ͑PM͒ and paraelectric ͑PE͒ phase into the HTIC phase at T N1 Ϸ 43 K is characterized by a peak of C p , an increase of , and a sudden increase of the expansivities along a and c axes. Considering the spiral IC magnetic order below T N1 with the wave vector q ជ = ͑0.5+ ␤ , 0 , 0.25+ ␦͒, the increase of ␣ a and ␣ c with the onset of AFM order can be explained by the magnetoelastic effect. There is no anomaly of ␣ b which is consistent with the lack of the magnetic modulation along b.
The FE transition at T C1 coincides with the lock-in of the magnetic wave vector into commensurate values. It is well marked by sharp peaks of C p and as well as strong peaks of the expansivities along all three axes ͑Figs. 1-3͒. We define the abrupt length change ⌬L at the transition as the difference of the lengths in the low-and high-temperature phases extrapolated to T տ T C and T Շ T C , respectively. The mea- Table I . For R = Ho and Dy the c axis contracts while a and b expand at T C1 ͓Figs. 1͑b͒ and 2͑b͔͒. However, the opposite is observed for R =Tb ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. This behavior has its origin in the different spin modulations along c, given by q z = 0.25 + ␦. For Ho and Dy ␦ is negative 9, 15 but for Tb ␦ is positive. 8, 14 The length change of the c axis is directly correlated with the deviation of the magnetic wavelength m along c from its commensurate value of 4c. The spin-lattice coupling leads to an attraction between the IC spin wave and the underlying lattice period along c between T N1 and T C1 resulting in a stress on the lattice. This stress is tensile for R =Ho,Dy ͑ m Ͼ 4c͒ but compressive for R =Tb ͑ m Ͻ 4c͒. At the lock-in transition the stress is suddenly released ͑ m =4c͒ resulting in an abrupt decrease ͑increase͒ of c for R =Ho,Dy ͑Tb͒. This transition at T C1 is of first order as indicated by the volume change derived from the expansion data, the jump of q x and q z , 14 and the thermal hysteresis observed in ͑T͒. Mediated by the elastic forces of the lattice, a and b contract ͑Tb͒ or expand ͑Ho, Dy͒ opposite to c. In Ho and TbMn 2 O 5 the length change along c dominates whereas in DyMn 2 O 5 it is rather minor ͑Table I͒. This qualitative difference has its origin in the Mn 4+ spin alignment along c that polarizes the rare earth moments. For R = Ho, Tb there are alternating FM and AFM links along c that may cause a positional modulation of R and the connecting oxygen, O͑2͒, which is seen in ␣ c at T C1 whereas in DyMn 2 O 5 the Mn 4+ spins are only FM along c and the expansion anomaly is accordingly small. 9 Strong lattice anomalies have also been observed in GdMnO 3 at the transition into the FE phase that happens in this multiferroic compound at higher magnetic fields. 16 The superexchange interactions between neighboring Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ ions in the a-b plane are all AFM and the smallest closed loop of neighboring Mn spins involves five ions. Therefore, magnetic frustration must exist as, for example, revealed by the spin order in HoMn 2 O 5 displayed in the inset of Fig. 4 . 9 The spins of two Mn 3+ per unit cell are each frustrated with two neighboring Mn 4+ with the same spin direction. Reducing this frustration by moving the two Mn 3+ away from the Mn 4+ ͑along the arrows labeled P in Fig. 4͒ generates a dipolar moment P between the Mn 3+ and the surrounding oxygen ions. The a components of P cancel out while the b components add up to the macroscopic polarization along b and ferroelectricity. 4 We would like to emphasize that the AFM modulation along a with q x = 0.5 is crucial for the above discussion, as it leads to the frustration and displacement of both Mn 3+ and the net polarization along b. Considering the role of magnetic frustration to stabilize ferroelectricity in RMn 2 O 5 there are interesting similarities to multiferroic Ni 3 V 2 O 8 and TbMnO 3 . For the latter compounds it was shown that the transition from sinusoidal to helical magnetic modulation can introduce a third order coupling giving rise to FE order. 6, 18 By symmetry the same argument holds also for two noncollinear spin density waves with the same propagation vector but different phases. 19 In fact, neutron scattering experiments have revealed the existence of a noncollinear spin structure in RMn 2 O 5 ͑R =Ho,Dy,Tb͒ ͑Ref. 9͒ with q ជ along the a axis which shows that the ferroelectricity below T C1 is not forbidden by symmetry. However, it is not clear yet if the magnetic structure between T C1 and T N1 is sinusoidal and the transition into the FE phase follows the same mechanisms as in Ni 3 V 2 O 8 or TbMnO 3 . Furthermore, the magnetic modulation in the FE phase of RMn 2 O 5 is commensurate whereas it is incommensurate in Ni 3 V 2 O 8 or TbMnO 3 .
The FE transition at T C1 is followed by additional phase changes at lower T as indicated by characteristic changes of and C p and distinct anomalies of the expansion coefficients ͑Figs. 1-3͒. For R = Ho and Dy a steplike increase of both 15 Our neutron scattering results shown in Fig. 4 provide clear evidence for spin reorientations in HoMn 2 O 5 at T N2 and T C2 . The integrated intensity of the ͑1.5,0,0.25͒ peak suddenly increases at both transitions whereas that of the ͑0.5,0,2.25͒ peak shows a sharp drop. The details of the magnetic orders in the various phases have yet to be determined. In TbMn 2 O 5 the spin reorientation transition at T N2 appears to be missing, however, from the distinct step of C p at 24 K ͑similar to the C p anomalies in Ho and DyMn 2 O 5 at T N2 ͒ we conclude that this transition coincides with the FE transition at T C2 ͑determined by the sharp increase of ͒.
The FE transition at T C2 is accompanied by another change of the magnetic modulation that becomes incommensurate again, q ជ Ϸ͑0.48,0,0.3͒ ͑LTIC phase͒. The strongest anomalies of the expansion coefficients appear at T C2 for R = Ho and Tb ͑Figs. 1 and 3, Table I͒ indicating a sizable distortion of the lattice due to the CM→ LTIC phase change. The corresponding anomalies are less pronounced in DyMn 2 O 5 ͑Fig. 2͒. Instead, another low-T transition at T C3 = 7.5 K is associated with giant changes of the lattice constants, a large contraction of the a axis, and an expansion of b and c ͑Table I͒. This phase transition is the onset of strong AFM order of the Dy moments along a ͓q ជ ͑Dy͒ = ͑0.5,0,0͔͒ ͑Ref. 15͒, and the a contraction is explained by large magnetostrictive effects. C p exhibits a sharp peak at T C3 and drops to its high-temperature value ͑T Ͼ T N1 ͒. It was suggested that the low-T state in DyMn 2 O 5 is paraelectric 20 and it appears conceivable that the lattice strain below T C3 is dominated by the Dy order, as evidenced by the huge expansion anomalies at T C3 . The AFM order of the Dy moments with q x = 0.5 appears to dominate the low-temperature magnetic structure and the associated lattice distortions, which could explain the PE low-T phase in DyMn 2 O 5 . However, neutron scattering experiments have found that the Dy magnetic order coexists with the CM and IC orders of the Mn spins 15 and further investigations are needed for a final conclusion.
The strongest lattice anomalies observed in our thermal expansion measurements occur at the FE transitions involving a significant change of the polarization. They are highly anisotropic and prove the existence of an extraordinarily strong spin-lattice coupling. The magnetic and FE orders have to be considered as one highly correlated system that is coupled by magnetoelastic interactions.
